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Abstract
Exploiting mutual explanations for interactive learning is presented as part of an interdisciplinary research project on transparent machine learning for medical decision support. Focus of the project is to combine deep learning black box approaches
with interpretable machine learning for classification of different types of medical images to combine the predictive accuracy
of deep learning and the transparency and comprehensibility of interpretable models. Specifically, we present an extension
of the Inductive Logic Programming system Aleph to allow for interactive learning. Medical experts can ask for verbal
explanations. They can correct classification decisions and in addition can also correct the explanations. Thereby, expert
knowledge can be taken into account in form of constraints for model adaption.
Keywords Human-AI partnership · Inductive Logic Programming · Explanations as constraints

1 Introduction
Medical decision making is one of the most relevant real
world domains where intelligent support is necessary to
help human experts master the ever growing complexity.
Since medicine is a highly sensitive domain where errors
can lead to fatal errors, transparency and comprehensibilty
are legal as well as and ethical requirements [24]. Therefore,
the usage of standard approaches of machine learning, such
as (deep) neural networks, is not recommendable because
the learned models are blackbox [1]. That is, the user has
only access to the input information (for instance a medical image) and the resulting classifier decision as output.
The reasoning underlying this decision remains intransparent. Another challenge when applying machine learning in
medicine and in many other real world domains is that the
amount and quality of data often cannot meet the demands of
highly data intensive machine learning approaches: Classes
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are often strongly imbalanced and for many specific manifestations of clinical diagnoses data are sparse. Apart from
routine diagnoses, in many cases there is no ground truth
available. Diagnostic gold standard tests often have limitations in reliability as well as validity.
The ultima ratio to overcome this data engineering
bottleneck is to involve human who have the expertise to
evaluate quality of data as well as validity of the output of
learned models. In consequence, incremental and interactive
approaches are promising options for making use of machine
learning in medical diagnostics [13]. Starting with an initial
model, new cases can be incorporated as they occur in practice, and system decisions based on erroneous labeling can
be corrected in the context of a current application. While
class correction is standard in interactive learning [9, 32], we
propose to exploit explanations to constrain model adaptation. That is, we do not consider explanations as a one-way
street from the system to the user but provide a method for
mutual explanations as a necessary step towards a balanced
human-AI partnership (see Fig. 1).
In the following, we present the research project Transparent Medical Expert Companion in which we aim at
developing an approach for such a balanced human-AI
partnership by making machine learning based decisions
in medicine transparent, comprehensible, and correctable.
The main outcome of the project will be a framework for an
explanation interface which is based on mutual explanations.
This framework will be instantiated for two application
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Fig. 1  A framework for mutual
explanations
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domains—colon cancer diagnosis from tissue scans and
pain assessment from video sequences [29]. We introduce
the colon cancer use case in the next section. Afterwards,
we introduce Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) as powerful approach of interpretable machine learning which naturally allows to combine reasoning and learning. In the next
section we present the different approaches of explanation
generation we investigate for comprehensible decision making—visual, verbal, and contrastive explanations. The focus
of this paper is to give an overview of the constituents of our
framework. In addition, we present how mutual explanations
can be realised by extending the ILP system Aleph [30]. This
extension allows the medical expert to correct explanations
to constrain model adaption.

2 Image Based Medical Data with Spatial
Relations
Medical diagnosis in many domains relies strongly on image
data such as radiographic, ultrasonic or microscopic images.
Furthermore, analyses of bio-medical signals such as cardiograms as well as high-level behavioral data from videos
rely on visual inspection [23]. To analyze image-based data,
human experts often take into account spatial information.
In colon cancer diagnosis, medical experts analyze the tissue composition and the depth of invasion of tumors. For
instance, if tumor tissue already touches fat, the tumor class
is more critical compared to a situation where the tumor
is included in fascial tissue [35]. In consequence, machine
learning approaches should be able to reveal which relationships among tissues have lead to a certain classification of a
microscopic image. These relationships also must be communicated to the medical decision maker in a comprehensible way. While the position of the tumor can be marked in
an image, the relationship can better be expressed in natural
language [25].
In Fig. 2 we present our mutual explanation interface.
In the upper part, a selection of tissue scans is presented
which have been classified—for instance by convolutional
neural network classifier (CNN). Four scans have been classified as tumor class pt3 and the ILP learner induced a model
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characterising these scans in contrast to two scans classified
as healthy. An expert pathologist inspects the learned rules
given in the bottom of the interface and discovers that one
of the rules contains an erroneous touches relation. He or
she marks the erroneous part and can define the constraint
that this part should excluded in future models (see bottom middle of the interface). The model is updated and as
result to scans previously classified as pt3 are now moved
to the negative examples (see top right of the interface). The
expert can inspect these scans and either change their label
or modify the rules again.

3 Interpretable Machine Learning with ILP
Current deep neural network approaches which allow endto-end learning from raw data without the need of feature
extraction have shown to result in models with very high
predictive accuracy. The most impressive results have been
gained with CNNs for image classification [14, 16]. On the
other hand—in contrast to these black box approaches—
there are interpretable (white box) approaches where learned
models are represented in a symbolic, human readable,
explicit form [8]. Typical white box approaches are variations of decision tree learning [11, 15]. Decision trees and
other models represented as rule allow for straight-forward
rewriting of reasoning traces into natural language explanations. Such a procedure has already been proposed in early
AI in the context of expert system research for the system
MYCIN which supported diagnosis of bacterial infections
[4].
A more general representation format than decision rules is
offered by first order logic. Here, rules can be defined over variables and it is possible to express arbitrary relations. Inductive
Logic Programming (ILP) allows to learn models composed
of such logical rules [21]. ILP allows to combine reasoning
and learning in a natural way. Background theories can be
exploited during learning and learned rules can be combined
with optionally predefined rules for inference. It has been
shown that rules learned with ILP can support human decision
making in complex domains [22]. Transforming such rules
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Fig. 2  Explaining tumor classification from tissue sections

into verbal explanations can be done with similar methods as
have been introduced in the context of expert systems [28].
A simple example is given in Fig. 3. Spatial relations
can be defined by topological models defined over points,
lines and polygonal areas [3]. For example, it can be
defined what it means that two areas are touching each
other, are disjoint, or that one area includes another one.
Such relations are meaningful to medical experts which
are used to characterize tumor classes by the size and location of the tumor in relation to other types of tissue [35].
In contrast to classical machine learning approaches such
as decision trees, examples are not given as feature vectors
but as structural representations. Every feature vector representation can be transformed into such a structural representation without loss of information but not the other
way round. In the context of classification of mutagenicity,

% Background Theory for Spatial Relations
% --------------------------------------% Area X touches area Y if holds that they have at least one boundary
% point in common, but no interior points.
touches(X,Y) :- I is intersection(X,Y), not(empty(I)),
InteriorX is interior(X), InteriorY is interior(Y),
J is intersection(InteriorX,InteriorY), empty(J).
% disjoint(X,Y) :- ...
% includes (X,Y) :- ...
% ...
% positive examples for diagnostic class pT3
% ----------------------------------------% scan123 is classified as pT3. The scan is composed of areas of
% different tissues such as fat and tumor which are in specific
% spatial relations.
pt3(scan123).
contains_tissue(scan123,t1). contains_tissue(scan123,f1).
contains_tissue(scan123,f2).
is_tumor(t1). is_fat(f1). is_fat(f2).
touches(t1,f1). disjoint(f1,t1).
% negative examples for diagnostic class pT3 (e.g. pT2, pT4)
% -----------------------------------------% ...
% Induced Rules
% ----------------------------------------% A scan is classified as pT3
% if a scan A contains a tissue B and B is a tumor and B touches C
% and C is fat.
pT3(A) :contains_tissue(A,B), is_tumor(B), touches(B,C), is_fat(C).
% further rules ...

Fig. 3  Background theory, training example, and learned rules for a
hypothetical diagnostic domain of colon cancer
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it has been shown that the richer structural representations
result in significantly higher accuracy in contrast to simple
features [31].

4 Visual, Verbal, and Contrastive
Explanations
Explanations in human–human interaction have the function
to make something clear by giving a detailed description, a
reason, or justification [17, 18]. In the context of explaining
decisions of black box classifiers, there is a strong focus
on visual explanations where areas relevant for a decision
are highlighted [26, 33]. Visual highlighting can be helpful
for machine learning experts to recognize problems such as
overfitting. Furthermore, it allows for fast communication
by directing attention. However, for comprehending complex medical images, highlighting alone is not expressive
enough [27]: The only visible relation between two areas
corresponds to a conjunction (there is fat and tumor), spatial relations cannot be expressed (tumor tissue is touching
fat tissue). Furthermore, —although there is work on visualizing negative evidence [26]—the absence of something
cannot in general be captured visually (There is no tumor
tissue). Finally, often it is not sufficient to explain what part
of an image is relevant for a decision. For example, nearly all
facial expressions involve areas around the eyes, the mouth,
and the nose. To understand why a classifier identified a
specific emotion, it is relevant to have information not about
a feature (eye) but about the feature value (lid is tightened
indicating pain vs. upper lid is raised indicating surprise).
Sometimes, it is difficult to grasp the expression of a feature. In this case, contrastive examples are especially helpful. For instance, in a psychological experiment, Gentner and
Markman [12] could show that explaining what a lightbulb
is, is easier when contrasting it with a candle compared to
contrasting it with a cat. Recently, contrastive explanations
have also been proposed for black box image classification
[7]. This is closely related to learning structural descriptions
from near misses (most similar instance not belonging to the
target class) which as been shown to make learning more
efficient [34].
To support joint decision making in medical diagnosis,
we propose that it is recommendable to offer a variety of
explanation styles. Currently we focus on combining visual
and verbal explanations for the current instance as well as
a near miss example. We exploit different image segmentation methods to relate parts of the image with relations and
attributes captured by the ILP learned rules with a focus on
different superpixel approaches [25]. How pain classification
can be explained by constrasting a painful expression with
disgust is introduced in Schmid [27].
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5 Exploiting Mutual Explanations
for Learning
Dialogue systems have been originally proposed for
knowledge-based systems [2] and could be used to realize
joint decision making. Human interaction can serve as a
model. Here, one human might ask another to explain his
or her decision. For example, one medical expert might
ask another for the reasons behind a pT3 diagnosis (see
Fig. 2). The given explanation can be accepted by the
other person or not. In case of rejection, it can be indicated which parts of the given explanations are not acceptable. Together the discussion partners can find an alternative explanation. We propose that this dialogue-based,
incremental process should be captured by explainable
AI methods. Such mutual explanations are cooperative,
interactive, and incremental acts of information exchange
between humans and machines with the goal to improve
the joint performance of the involved partners in classification problems. We propose that the process of explanation
refers to providing arguments [20] that make simple and
complex relations, which apply to the domain of interest,
explicit. It further refers to integrating corrective explanations into existing internal models in order to adapt these
[10].
A model of such a mutual explanation system is given
in Fig. 1: Starting with an initial ILP model, a new example e is classified. The class decision is presented to the
human who can confirm it or ask for an explanation. The
explanation can be accepted or not. In case of rejection,
the human can correct the explanation. The correction
together with the new class label are integrated to adapt
the model. While it is possible that a correct classification
can be associated with a wrong or insufficient explanation,
we focus on correcting explanations associated with erroneous class decisions. The proposed approach is applicable
to both cases.
A wrong class decision can be either a miss or a false
alarm. In machine learning, this can be attributed to overly
specific or overly general model [6, 19]. In ILP, a learned
model M for a single target predicate consists of first order
rules R of the following form:

H ← l1 , … , lm .
where the head of the rule is an atom and the body is a
conjunction of literals. Rules are defined over variables. An
instance is a conjunction K of ground literals. An instance
is classified as member of the target concept, if there exists
a substitution 𝜃 of variables in a rule R ∈ M such that
K ⊆ body(R)𝜃.
As described in De Raedt [5] theta-subsumption can be
considered to be a constraint satisfaction problem. Hence,
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human corrections of explanations can involve adding or
deleting literals or restricting or enlarging the scope of
arguments.
More formally, given a conjunction of literals (l1 ∧ ...∧ ln)
from body(R) and a conjunction of boolean constraints (c1 ∧
...∧ cn), a substitution 𝜃 ∈ {⊤, ⊥} needs to be found for every
literal, such that the resulting boolean formula Li ∧ Cn evaluates to ⊤, if Li is a valid clause to be added to the theory, ⊥
otherwise. Each body(R) that satisfies Cn can be added to the
theory, if it has the best score with respect to Aleph’s evaluation setting. Given a literal’s set of arguments (a1 ∧ … ∧ an),
a domain D(ai ) for every ai and a conjunction of numerical
or set constraints, a substitution 𝜃 needs to be found, such
that D(ai ) ≥g D(ai 𝜃) for overly general clauses and D(ai 𝜃) ≥g
D(ai ) for overly specific clauses. For overly specific clauses,
𝜃 substitutes constants with variables. For overly general
clauses, 𝜃 substitutes variables with constants or different
variables, which are already present in the set of arguments.
An overly general model can result in a false alarm,
erroneously classifying an instance as member of the target
concept—such as tumor class pT3 or pain. A human expert
might introduce an additional literal or restrict the scope of
a predicate. For instance, a rule
pT3(A) :- contains_tissue(A,B), is_tumor(B).

is too general and can be restricted by introducing
contains_tissue(A,C) and is_fat(C) and touches(B,C).

A rule might specify the size of a tumor in millimeters
S is size(B), atleast(5,B)

which also can be restricted in case of over-generality of
a rule by requiring the value to be larger than 5.
An overly specific model can result in misses. For
instance, the rule
pT3(A) :- contains_tissue(A,B), contains_tissue(A,C),
contains_tissue(A,D), is_tumor(B), is_fat(C),
is_muscle(D), touches(B,C), disjoint(B,D).

excludes tumors from class pT3 where tumor and muscle
tissue are not disjoint. Likewise, specific values, for instance,
the size of a tumor, might be too restrictive. Decreasing the
minimum size of a tumor makes a rule more general.
In Aleph, user-defined constraints can be applied to guide
the generation of alternative clauses [30]. To make the interaction with our system easier for medical experts, they can
mark parts of an explanation, which are then transformed
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into proper constraint syntax. For example, if we require a
clause to contain some predicate p with arguments X and a,
where X is a variable and a is a constant, a typical constraint
is represented as follows:
false :- hypothesis(Head,Body,_), not(in(Body,p(X,a))).

The head of a constraint is set to false. This way, all
clauses evaluate to false, where the goals in the body of
the constraint are satisfied. The constraint above expresses
that a body containing p must occur in a clause. The set of
user-defined constraints and the current clause are combined
into a boolean formula for SAT solving as well as unification is performed. Aleph then generates new rule candidates,
considering only the ones which satisfy the constraints for
theory construction.
We conducted a first experiment to evaluate our mutual
explanation approach (see Finzel [10] for details). We generated a small artificial data set for the colon cancer domain
and introduced erroneous class labels which resulted in false
positives. We iteratively applied boolean constraints for corrections of erroneous explanations at the clause level. At
the literal level we applied set and numerical constraints.
All constraints were generated from user feedback via an
explanation interface as shown in Fig. 2.
Applying the constraints led to a specialization of the
induced theory and thus the exclusion of false positives.
Results further indicate that introducing constraints can help
to decrease the necessary number of corrections. However,
corrections can result in higher computational effort during
search. This preliminary evaluation can be seen as a first
proof of concept. We currently are conducting an evaluation
with a larger data set where we assess the reduction of errors
and computational time in a systematic way.

6 Conclusions
We presented a framework for making use of mutual
explanations for joint decision making in medicine. Inductive Logic Programming was introduced as an expressive
approach of interpretable machine learning which allows to
make use of domain knowledge in learning and inference.
We discussed the merit of different types of explanations
and argued for combining visual and verbal explanations
to allow for conveying complex relational information as
well as absence of features and presence of specific feature
values.
We argued that explanations should be provided by the
system to the human but also the other way round and gave
a sketch how explanations can be applied as constraints for
the ILP system Aleph. Based on promising first results, we
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plan to evaluate this approach more extensively for several
medical image domains.
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